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Updates on displacement and TSPs in West Mosul, 8 March
This update does not include information on the displacement route via Sheikh Younis (see Rise report of 6
th
March), the location of an ISF 9 Div. CCP. There is reportedly a serious need for ready-to-eat food and water
in Tel Kaysoum (36°16'52"N 42°59'24"E), a few kilometres north-west of Sheikh Younis, where large numbers
of IDPs are continually gathering for onward transport to Hamam al Alil screening site.
The rate of displacement is very high on all three routes (FedPol via Albu Saif, ISOF via Scorpion Junction & ISF
th
9 Div. via Tal Kaysoum). On 9 March, around 10,000 IDPs were reported to be on the move within 24 hours.
Mosul Airport/Albu Saif displacement route
The flow of IDPs to Hamam al Alil screening site along the Mosul Airport/Albu Saif route has increased recently
from a previous average of around 300-800 individuals per day to over 2,500 on 8 March. 3,000 people are
reported to have left along this route on 9 March. There were greater numbers arriving via this route
yesterday, 9 March.
IDPs being transported along this route are mostly coming from densely populated neighbourhoods bordering
the southern edge of the old town – Nabi Shiet, Al Dawasah and Al Dandaan, where FedPol and ERD have
either gained control or are gradually doing so – or from Wadi Hajar, which is under ISOF control, and adjacent
neighbourhoods to the north west of the airport. They are walking along two different routes, either directly
south through Al Tayaran, Al Jawasaq or Al Ghazlani and joining the sugar factory road, or south-east on a dirt
track across Wadi Hajar towards a junction on the same road.
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IDPs from Wadi Hajar arriving at the collection point on the Mosul Sugar Factory road, having their bags
checked by FedPol.

Boarding transport at the collection point on the Mosul Sugar Factory road.
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At this junction – 36°18′47.83″N 43°08′22.29″E – these two routes converge. This is the point (on 8 March)
where the IDPs are loaded onto FedPol buses trucks and minibuses for transportation to Hamam al Alil
screening site.
No screening takes place at this collection point and waiting time is short. IDPs crossing the frontline or leaving
retaken areas under FedPol/ERD control are reportedly only given a body search. Therefore the first database
screening undergone by IDPs leaving Mosul along this route is at Hamam al Alil screening site.
Although often heavily laden, tired and scared, IDPs have not usually travelled far to get to this collection point
– the southern edge of the old city is only around 3km to the north. Families have often brought some water
from their remaining stocks in their homes and some receive limited water from ISOF or FedPol. There is
currently no permanent NGO presence at this collection point, but as long as waiting times to board transport
remain short, the need for support at this location may not be critical. However, this may change at any point
with an increase in arrivals or reduction in available transport. It is also possible that a forward screening site
may be established at some point along this route.
We have received reports of a new FedPol collection point at a mosque on the outskirts of Al Tayaran,
(approximate location 36°19'17.7"N 43°08'49.3"E), although this is not yet confirmed.

Mosque between the airport and southern outskirts of Al Tayaran where a new FedPol collection point is
reported to have been established.
Highway 1/Scorpion Junction displacement route
IDPs are walking from neighbourhoods such as Al Mansour, Al Shuhada and Wadi Hajar to a collection point on
Highway 1 (36°17′42.18′′N 43°06′51.8′′E), separated by some T walls from the ISOF/AEM TSP beneath the ISIS
banner (now removed). The main route to this point is via a dirt track between Al Ma’mun and Tell ar Rayyan
which leads across the hills for around 2-3 km and curves round to meet Highway 1 just north of the collection
point. IDPs travel by foot to this collection point and then wait for transport to the Scorpion Junction site.
MOMD distribute ready-to-eat food and water to the families as they wait and NGOs have also given support,
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IDPs on their way from Tell ar Rayyan to the CTS collection point on Highway 1, from where they will be
transported to Scorpion Junction.
but we were told that the first supplies don’t usually arrive until around 10am. The busiest period for IDPs
passing through this collection point is reportedly between 6-10am, and this is when there are no supplies
available. No ID screening takes place at this collection point.
There are also still some IDPs (roughly around 200 each morning) walking from Tell ar Rayyan along the track
to Salam village, the first CTS collection point/screening site, and then going the short distance from there to
Scorpion Junction.
Reasons for displacement
Forced displacement
As in East Mosul, if families consider they have an acceptable degree of safety and they have stocks of or some
access to food and water, they will want to stay in their homes. Some families may also be willing to accept
greater risk in order to stay if they hear news of overcrowded and undignified conditions in camps.
At the FedPol collection point on the sugar factory road we met a family from Ghazlani neighbourhood who
claimed to have been forced to leave their home by the FedPol. They said they had stocks of food and water,
that the fighting had moved on from their neighbourhood, and that they made it very clear that they had no
desire to leave their home. This is reportedly not an isolated incident and it is something that protection
partners should be aware of and work towards advocating against. Further protection concerns have been
reported in some retaken areas. Please contact Rise for further details.
Escaping the conflict
IDPs leaving areas close to the frontline are doing so primarily to escape the conflict, particularly the risks
carried by mortars and snipers. Yesterday morning’s (9 March) reported increase in numbers flowing through
Tayaran towards the airport was most likely caused by a step up in operations by ERD towards the old city,
pushing into densely populated neighbourhoods, particularly Nabi Shiet. Many of those fleeing will not be
leaving their own homes, but will have already been displaced, giving them less incentive to stay. IDPs from Al
Mansour and Al Shuhada waiting at the collection point on Highway 1 just north of the ISOF/AEM TSP said
their main reasons for leaving was their fear of mortars and car bombs. Although Al Ma’mun is fully under ISOF
control, it is close to the frontline and frequently targeted by mortars.
All the neighbourhoods that have been retaken have seen heavy fighting, and therefore there has been
consistently heavy displacement from each neighbourhood. The rate of displacement, however, is determined
by a number of factors including the speed of the advance (faster in ISOF areas – Al Ma’mun, Wadi Hajar, Al
Shuhada, Al Mansour etc. – than in FedPol/ERD areas up to this point) and the density of the population
(forced relocations of civilians by ISIS, meaning a greater density in inner neighbourhoods like Nabi Shiet). The
remaining population in Al Tayaran is estimated to be around 10-20% and the same goes for Al Ma’mun;
similar figures can be expected for other neighbourhoods, at least initially, once the advance has fully pushed
through.
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Street in Al Tayaran.

Signpost to a FedPol CCP in Al Tayaran.
There is heavy destruction in Al Tayaran and Al Ma’mun and most other retaken neighbourhoods due to a
greater reliance on airstrikes and artillery than in the East campaign, as well as the increased use of car bombs
– arguably ISIS’s most feared and effective weapon. Incidentally, suicide attacks using car bombs are not
always carried out by committed ISIS members, of which there is a limit. Door frames have been discovered
with bolts on the outside and handcuffs have been found on steering wheels; there are reports that in some
cases ISIS is forcing civilians to carry out suicide missions by holding their families at ransom.
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Street in Al Ma’mun.
Food and water
A lack of food and water is another major reason for displacement. A group of IDPs from Wadi Hajar who were
waiting at the FedPol collection point on 8 March said the main reason they were leaving was hunger. Security
has improved in the neighbourhood and some families that fled to other neighbourhoods are reportedly
choosing to return. However, Wadi Hajar has suffered heavy destruction – reportedly between 30-40%,
although we have also received estimates of 90% – and many families will not have houses to return to.
Estimates of the current population in Wadi Hajar range from 10-25%. While some families are returning,
others are leaving due to a lack of food and water.
Food and water distributions are being carried out by the PMF (Diwaniyah logistics group) in Al Ma’mun, Wadi
Hajar and Tel Ruman. They reportedly carry out two distributions per day of ready to eat food, water, and bags
of rice and flour. Many roads are still blocked so routes into these neighbourhoods are restricted. Large
crowds gather for these distributions and therefore they are extremely vulnerable to mortars and other
attacks. (The threat posed by UAVs has reportedly been reduced – though by no means eradicated – due to
coalition efforts to jam signals.) On 8 March it was reported that one of the distributions in Wadi Hajar that
day had been targeted by ISIS snipers, although there were reportedly no casualties. Distributions also take
place in FedPol/ERD areas: a convoy of around 20 small trucks carrying food and water and displaying the
banners of a sunni clerical group were seen driving into Al Tayaran on 8 March; and on 9 March, MOMD
reportedly distributed 1,000 food boxes to civilians in Al Jawasaq. People will walk from other neighbourhoods
to attend these distributions but the reach is still limited; many people continue to choose to leave because
they do not have access to basic supplies.
In Tall ar Rayyan there is an ISOF DEFAC (36°18′02.13″N 43°05′41.9″E) which has been opened to civilians.
Fresh produce and basic foods, as well as cigarettes and confectionaries, are brought from Erbil each day and
sold at the DEFAC at cost price. People walk from as far as Wadi Hajar to go to the shop and it has a steady
stream of customers – estimated on 8 March to be around 500-2,000 – each day. Although this DEFAC is nonprofit, it cannot offer anything to families without money to spend.
Update on TSPs
MERMT are no longer based at the TSP in Albu Saif. They left on 8 March for Erbil, where they are making
th
arrangements for their next location, possibly with ISF 9 Div. This means that Albu Saif is no longer a
recommended location to drop off basic supplies as there is no humanitarian partner there to oversee
distribution to IDPs. Up to this point, MERMT were handing out biscuits and water provided by INGOs to buses
of IDPs that passed on the road.
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New York City Medics have a large team based in an ERD TSP in Al Tayaran at 36°19′38.5″N 43°08′31.17″E,
where they treat civilian and military casualties. After stabilization, serious casualties are taken by ambulance
to the Arij CCP or the field hospital in Hamam al Alil. The road adjacent to the NYC Medics location is a main
route of displacement for IDPs coming from neighbourhoods to the north. However, positioning supplies of
biscuits and water here for IDPs on the their way to the collection point on the sugar factory road is not ideal
because it might encourage overcrowding at the TSP. On the morning of 10 March a mortar landed very close
to the TSP, critically injuring a soldier, highlighting the risks these medics are taking to save the lives of civilians
and Iraqi soldiers.
There are two FedPol CCPs nearby in Al Tayaran (36°19′16.11″N 43°08′17.21″E, 36°19′28.61″N 43°08′36.15″E),
but they are ill-equipped to stabilize severe trauma casualties for onward transport.
AEM have a new location in Al Ma’mun neighbourhood (36°18′29.27″N 43°06′28.91″E) shared with ISOF 2. As
with NYC Medics, this is also on a displacement route and large numbers of IDPs are reported to walk by each
morning. Some water was dropped here to be handed out to IDPs. On 8 March AEM were also still in their old
location beneath the big ISIS banner on Highway 1. A Norwegian group of volunteer medics has also joined
AEM and further TSP locations may soon be established. There is also an ISOF 1 TSP in Tall ar Rayyan.
All TSPs are likely to relocate further north to be closer to the frontline as the advance continues.

Suspected car bomb near the AEM/ISOF TSP in Al Ma’mun.
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